FOOD SECURITY MEETING, GEDO
DOOLOW, ASEP CONFERENCE HALL

23rd July 2013

Agenda:







Introduction and opening remarks
Review/follow-up actions from previous meeting
Access constraints and implications on operations
Presentation of summary district level information by response objective
Review of gaps per district (June) and response discussions
Any Other Business (AOB)

001/07/2013: Opening remarks
The Chairman of the meeting welcomed participants and thanked them for their time and
participation. He led the members through self-introduction and the agenda items.
002/07/2013: Review of action points and minutes of the previous meeting
The Chairman of the meeting guided the members through the minutes of the previous
meeting and action points. The members endorsed the minutes of the previous meeting for
posting on the FSC webpage on the Somalia UNOCHA website.
003/07/2013: Access constraints and implications on operations
Members from Doolow, Belet-hawa and El Waq districts reported to remain fully accessible and
no incident hampering the operations of aid agencies took place in the last month. El Waq is
said to enjoy the highest accessibility in the region. In Luuq despite movement of troops in the
east that may render to be cautious, it remained accessible through the month. In Garbaharey
district, the west of the district has been accessible while some parts of the east are
inaccessible for some agencies due to the presence of Al-shabaab that has banned some
agencies. Similarly Bardera district is said to be partially accessible, the accessible part includes
western part of the district; from Geriley to Fafahdun among other areas. It is said that
accessibility of Garbaharey and Bardera is improving.
004/07/2013: Presentation of summary district level information by response objective
The VC then presented the district level information by response objectives.
005/07/2013: Review of Gaps per district and response discussions.
From what partners and members have reported and done in June, within the region, there has
been Food Security gap under the improved access and safety nets throughout the region.
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Despite good investment in all districts under livelihood investments (Animal treatment, seed
distribution), there has been gap under Asset Response in Dollow, Belet-hawa, Garbaharey and
El Waq districts in June.
006/07/2013: Any Other Business (AOB)
No other business. The meeting adjourned at 13:00.
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